
Minutes of the 1st WPF virtual meeting – 17 January 2019 

 

Participants to the Meeting : 

 BG-BNSI: Kostadin Georgiev 

 IT-ISTAT: Monica Scannapieco, Donato Summa 

 EE-Statistics Estonia: Frederik Bogdanovits, Tauno 

 PT-INE: Sónia Quaresma 

 FR-INSEE: Franck Cotton, Juliette Fourcot, add others from INSEE 

 DE-DESTATIS: Bernhard Fischer 
 

The following Agenda was scheduled for the meeting : 

1) Roundtable presentations  
2) Introduction and recap of workplan 
3) Illustration of work so far on BIDREA (Big Data Reference Architecture) 
4) Big Data life cycle revision 
5) Discussion 
6) Next steps and updates of minutes 

 

For each Agenda item the following major points were discussed and related decisions were taken : 

1) Roundtable presentations 
 
Each participant presented himself/herself. 
 
 

2) Introduction and recap of workplan 
 
Monica recapped the workplan and in particular talked about: 
- Work breakdown structure  
- Tasks to be accomplished (1. Architectural framework, 2. Solution Architectures, 3. Meetings 

for the implementation track) 
- Deliverables and milestones (with timings) 

 

3) Illustration of work so far on BIDREA 
 
Monica explained and commented the content of the “archimate” file distributed via e-mail to all  
participants before the meeting. She illustrated the BIDREA idea and showed in more detail the 
“Overall view” and “What is what” sections of the file. 
 
Sónia proposed to change the BIDREA acronym in BIREAL and suggested to stay on the function 
level in the description of an architecture. 
 
INSEE said that they are new to Archimate and asked how could be possible to merge the different 
models listed in the file (eg. how to combine GSBPM with CSDA). As Sónia did, they also suggested 
to stay on the function level in the description of an architecture. 
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Monica said that it is possible to start with the GSBPM model and later it is possible to combine or 
to adopt a more specific model if it will be necessary. In any case a final decision will be taken after 
a discussion with other participants. 
 
Sónia proposed to mix different frameworks in case of need (if for example a specific phase is not 
contained in a particular framework). 
 
Monica said that at the moment the main objective is to identify the main business functions in 
order to be able to focus on a revised version of the proposal during the next meeting.   
She also recapped the main parts of the questionnaire (drafted by Remco) that will be provided to 
the implementation WPs and  asked to all the participants if they agreed with the actual version. 
 

 Sónia suggested to include a capabilities section in the questionnaire.  

Monica replied that at the moment, considering the fact that the implementation WPs are at the 

beginning of their activities, maybe it is better to be focused on the functionalities. 

Sónia proposed to introduce, in case of need, other phases in the process. 

Franck shared the web-link of an online tool for dealing with the questionnaire in a more 

convenient way. 

Monica said that during the next meeting Bernhard will comment on  the modifications made by 

other participants to the questionnaire and after a discussion the final version of the questionnaire 

will be approved. 

 

4) Big Data life cycle revision 
 
Sónia commented in detail the document that she prepared and distributed via e-mail to all  

participants before the meeting. 

5) Discussion 
 
There was no time for further discussion at the end of the meeting. 

 

6) Next steps and updates of minutes 
 
Please see “To Do activities” section. 

 

To Do activities : 

 Istat has to provide the minutes of the virtual meeting 

 All: have a look at business functions and send proposals to Monica 

 All: provide feedback to questionnaire by using the online tool suggested by Franck 

 All: send feedbacks  about what Sónia explained regarding the Big Data life cycle 

 Bernhard has to show (during the next meeting) the work done about the questionnaire 
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